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•  Long	range	shoo+ng	(≈	1400	m)	
between	two	separate	shoo+ng	
ranges	
•  Handgun	caliber	(9mm	Luger)	
•  Hilly	Terrain	with	obstacles		
		
	
	
	
Context	 Balis+c	
Georeferenced	Points	clouds,		
X,Y,Z	coordinates	of	characteris+c	
points		
Survey	(Freezing	Group)	:		
3D	and	topographic	acquisi+on	
Needs	of	Inves+gator		
or	magistrate		
•  Technical	prac+cability	of	
reaching	the	impact	zone	from	
shooter’s	announced	posi+on?	
•  Dangerousness	of	the	shoot?	
•  Poten+al	disrespect	of	shoo+ng	
range	safety	rules	
	
3D	models	of	
Shooter	zone,	
Impact	zone	
Calculus	of	the	bullet	trajectory	using	
both	homemade	code	and	
commercial	calculator*	
	
Determina+on	of	:	
-  the	func+on	(Y,	Z)	=	f(X)	
-  Residual	energy	in	the	impact	
zone	
*	JBMBallis(cs.com	
	
	
	
	
	
Reference	points	in	
impact	and	shooter		
al+tude	of	possible	
obstacle	
	
	
Trajectory	in	2D	 Trajectography	in	3D	
•  Topographic	calculus	of	the	
trajectory	in	2D	(real	azimuth)	
•  Integra+on	in	a	Geographic	
Informa+on	system	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
		
Synergis+c	work	
Experts	from	the	same	Ins+tute,	co-
working	both	on	ﬁeld	and	back	in	
laboratory		
In	blue,	Trajectory's	al(tude,	In	beige	Terrain's	al(tude,	the	
trajectory	is	over	of	≈	8	meters	
Impact	Zone	
Shooter	Zone		
backstop	berms	
Shooter	line	•  Devia+on	from	shoo+ng	range	
mandatory	direc+on	of	ﬁre		
•  Al+tude	comparison	with	
obstacles	
•  Results	given	together	in	a	same	
common	and	comprehensive	
report	
•  Common	work	only	can	response	
to	the	expecta+ons	of	
inves+gators	and	magistrates	
within	short	delays	
•  Overall	result:	The	shoot	is	
technically	possible,	danger	is	
real	and	rules	have	been	
transgressed	
	
	
Visualisa+on	of	the	trajectory	
in	the	3D	global	model	
	
	
	
